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Communications
Infrastructure
for Buildings

This document summarises the main management
messagesfromFoundation Report 62, published in
February 1988. The full report is available to
members of the Butler Cox Foundation.

 

Hitherto, building wiring has often been perceived
as unworthy of management attention. However,
many organisations are now faced with the situa-
tion where the wiring installed in their buildings
willincreasingly becomea constraint on the way in
which computer technology can be deployed. The
situation can be improvedconsiderably, either by
makingbetteruse of existing wiring or by prewiring
with a structured wiring scheme.
 

Wiring can be a
serious constraint on
information systems
In manyof the organisations we studied for this
report it was clear that the wiring resources in-
stalled in buildings were not under effective man-
agementcontrol. There has been no masterplan for
the growth in wiring that has resulted from the
proliferation of computer-based systems. As a
consequence,new cables have beeninstalled in an
ad hoc way to meet specific needs as they arise. The
result is a jumble of cables and full wiring ducts
♥ Figure 1 showsthe typical problem that many
organisations now face.
Wiring problems may cause severe difficulties
because they may delayor, in extremecases, pro-
hibit the introduction or expansion of computer
systems. Without a properwiring infrastructureit
may take several weeks, or even months,to install
or move a terminal because a new cable has to be
installed as well (with all of the attendantdisruption
that this brings). Wiring constraints can also make
it difficult to reorganise office layouts to meet
changingbusiness requirements, and in some cases
can prevent the ideal layout being achieved.
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Figure 1 A typical wiring problem

 

 

  
Many organisations rely on the PTT (or other
external contractors) to install and maintain notjust
the telephonewiring butall other communications
wiringin their buildings. This, too, can cause prob-
lems because,left to itself, the PTT or contractor
will schedule workfor its own conveniencerather
than for that of the organisation.

Wiring problems
can be overcome
The root cause of many of the problemsis that
wiringis often perceived as not demanding manage-
ment attention. Cables are regarded as low-cost
items using ☁low technology☂, and are often left
to the site-services department. However, our
research has shown that wiring does require very
careful and close technical management, and that
the true costs are often much higher than is
believed.
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In the past, the lack of managementattention was
understandable, because the wiring installed in
buildings did not need to changevery often. Today,
though, the situation is different. Our research
confirmed that most organisationswill increasingly
be unable to predict where computer terminals and
workstationswill needto beinstalled. The conclu-
sionis that organisations must havetheflexibility
to install and moveterminals at will. In turn, this
implies that the planning of building wiring needs
to be done differently, focusing on the need to
prewire rather than responding to ad hoc requests.
Our research has identified certain key actions that
can be taken to overcome(or at least reduce) the
wiring problems faced by manyorganisations. The
specific actions will depend onindividual circum-
stances, in particular on whetherthe needis to
improvethewiringin an existing buildingor to start
afresh either by prewiring a new building or by
rewiring an existing building.
Inan existing building, the problems can be avoided
by:
♥ Managing the wiring resources, particularly

the ducts and other spaces used for cables.
Manyorganisations have incomplete records
of their wiring resources and thecosts of those
resources.

♥ Makingbetteruse of the existing wiring,either
by using multiplexing techniques or by using
the wiring to support a local area network.

Any opportunity should be taken to prewire anew
building or to completely rewire an existing build-
ing. The benefits of prewiring are substantial, and
the initial investment required can usually be
repaid ina few years. Prewiring or rewiringshould
be based on oneof the structured wiring schemes
(for example, AT&T☂s Premises Distribution Sys-
tem, which uses telephonewiring techniques and
practices, or IBM☂s Cabling System).
Irrespective of whether existing wiring is being
improved or new wiring is being installed, problems
can be avoided by:
♥ Not attempting to integrate voice and data

wiring. In somecases,local regulations will not
permit integrated wiring, and evenif they did,
there will still be technicaldifficulties until all
voice communications are based on digital
transmission. Wiring for security-control and
environmental-control systems should also be
kept separate.

♥ Ensuring that staff with the appropriate tech-
nical expertise are involvedin all aspects of
building wiring, particularly at the stage when
wiring is being installed and commissioned.

♥ Preparing for the time whenopticalfibres will
become morecost-efficient than the copper
cables used by today☂s wiring schemes.

Wiring resources need
to be managed
Few organisations know precisely what cables are
installed in their buildings and what they are used
for. The first steps in managing wiring are to estab-
lish the inventory of wiring resources andcreate
properrecords(software packages nowexist to help
in this task), and to identify the total wiring costs.
It is clear from our research that many organisations
are paying too much for wiring ♥ the highest
reported cost of moving a computer terminal was
25-timeshigherthan the lowest, for example. This
meansthat in some casesthe wiring for a terminal
costs as much as, or even more than, the terminal
itself. It is also clear that many organisations are
unaware that they are paying too much because
they do not know whatthetotal costs are for moving
or installing a computer terminal. When the total
cost is calculated, it is often surprisingly high.
The spaces in a building available for cables are a
scarce and valuable resource. They are limited in
size and are used for a variety of services such as
power cables, water, heating, ventilation, and
sanitation, as well as for several different types of
communicationscables. In the past, different parts
ofthe organisation havelaid claim to this space for
cables♥ the systems department for data communi-
cations, the site-services department for environ-
mental-serviceswiring, the security department for
video cameras, and the communications department
for telephone wiring. The activities of all of these
departments need to be coordinated by one person
responsible for managing the spaces and routes in
the building that could be used for cables.

Existing wiring can often
be improved
In manyorganisations, it is not possible to overcome
the existing wiringproblems by completely rewiring
because this would be impractical or too expensive
to contemplate. However,there are a wide variety
of possible techniques and products that canbe used
to improve existing wiring and to reduce the
problems. This means thatit is not possible to specify
a universal solution and wetherefore recommend
a three-stage procedure for dealing with the
problemsoncethe existing cabling position has been
established:
♥ Identify the approaches to upgrading wiring.
♥ Match the approach to the wiring problem.
♥ Implement the changes.
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It is also necessary to take accountof other building
services, particularly power supply and air con-
ditioning. The advantages of an improved wiring
system would be negated if the existing power
supply and air conditioning could not cope with the
resulting larger numberof workstations and other
equipment.
The main technical options for improving existing
wiring are to:
♥ Makebetter use of existing cable capacity.

Multiplexing techniques can often provide
extra capacity without the need for rewiring.
Andthere is often spare telephone cable
alreadyinstalled ina building that can be used
for a variety of purposes.

♥ Install a new communicationsinfrastructure
element suchas a local area network. Such a
network can meeta variety ofneeds andis not
dedicated to a single application or type of
device. With this approach, additional commu-
nications capacityis installed in anticipation of
future developments. r )

The causeof wiring problemscan usually be traced
to one of the following:
♥ Insufficient space in the☁risers☂ ♥ the shafts

connecting the floors ofa multistorey building
through which building services are run.

♥ No cables of the required kind in theoffice
areas.

♥ Insufficient sockets.

Management Summary A

The main report provides detailed advice on
matchingthe technical option to the wiring problem
that is to be solved. Oneoption that is not used
as often as it could beis flat undercarpet cables.
Such cables are now available for electrical power,
telephony, and a variety of data communications
applications, although specialist skills and consi-
derable care are requiredto install them properly.

Prewiring a building
has substantial
advantages
The best way of avoiding the wiring problems now
faced by many organisations is to prewire (or
rewire) a building wheneverit is possible to do so
♥ in other words, to install a communications
infrastructure that can both cope with today☂s
needs andcan providetheflexibility to cater for a
growing and changing population of terminals and
workstations.
Substantial cost benefits can be obtained from pre-
wiring. Although prewiring requires a considerable
initial investment,it is likely to be less expensive
than ad hoc wiring over a period of no more than
five years. (Figure 2 and Figure 3 overleaf show two
examples where prewiring will be cheaper over
periodsofthree years andfive years respectively.)
 

Figure 2

Year 1
Wiring changes
Numberof additions 10 10

     
Numberof relocations 22
Adhoewiring costs($000)
Extra connections ; 3.0
Relocations = ao

Totalcosts 63
Cumulative cost
Prewiring costs ($000) 15.0 0

per person.

be installed.

♥ All devices installed can use the samecables. 
Prewiring costs can be recovered within three years

Year 2

 

This exampleis for an office building housing 100 staff. At the start of year 1 there are 50 workstations. The assumptions are:
♥ Ten new workstations will be installed for each of the next five years, so that at the endoffive years there is one workstation

♥ One-third of the average numberof workstations installed will need to be relocated each year.
♥ With ad hoc wiring, each new workstation will need a new cable, and half the relocations will need a new cable to beinstalled.
♥ With prewiring, 150 sockets areinstalled initially, and subsequent new connections and relocations do not need new cables to

♥ Cables cost $100 to install if the building is prewired and $300 eachif the work is done on an ad hocbasis.

Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total

10 10 10 50

       

24 30 32 126

3.0
3.6

0 0 0 15.0   
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Figure 3 Using different assumptions, the cost of prewiring can be recovered in less than five years

Year 1 Year 2
Wiring changes
Extra dumbterminals
Dumbterminals replaced by PCs
Additional PCs installed
Terminals relocated
PCs relocated

1 1   

  

F
P
O

C
a
n
o
n

Prewiring costs ($000) 30.0 0

     

 

            

 

Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total

0 0 (0) 10
Nits 17 16 50
10 10 10 40
A? 8 3 53

29 8316 25

0 0 0 30.0

This example is for an office building housing 100staff. At the start of year 1 there are 40 dumbterminals and 10 PCs. The
assumptions are:
♥ Thetotal workstation population increases by 10 a year, growing to 100.
♥ After small increasesin thefirst two years, the dumbterminals are replaced progressively by PCs.Afterfive years all workstations

are PCs.
A new cable needsto beinstalled when a terminal is replaced by a PC.

♥ Approximately one-third of the installed base of workstations is relocated each year.
♥ Wherewiring is ad hoc, a new cable has to beinstalled for each new connection and for half of the workstations that are

relocated.
♥ Following prewiring with 150 sockets, neither new connections nor relocations need new cablesto beinstalled.
♥ Cables cost $200 to install whether they are prewired orinstalled in an ad hocbasis.
 

Prewiring mayentail major building works and can
usually be doneonly in a new building or during a
major refurbishment. However, the benefits are
so substantial that any opportunity to prewire a
building should be eagerly sought. In summary, the
benefits are:
♥ Improved response to subsequent requests to

relocate or install equipment.
♥ Easier movesinto new accommodation.
♥ Reductionsin wiring faults.
♥ Improved managementcontrol of the wiring

system.
The aim of prewiring is to ensure that there is a
conveniently located socket whenevera newwork-
station or PC has to be installed or an existing
workstation needs to be movedto different part
ofthe office. Prewiring therefore requires careful
thought to be given to the number of sockets
installed and their location.
The temptationis to base the wiringscheme layout
on the existing population of workstations and
staff. Experience has shownthat this inevitably
leads to problems. We know of many cases where

management decisions or changing business re-
quirements haveincreased substantially the num-
ber of staffhoused inabuilding. Thus, the number
of sockets installed should be based on the
maximum numberof staff that could possibly be
housedin the office space. In someoffice areas, the
numberof sockets will need to be even higher.
Examplesinclude typing pools, telesales areas, and
financial dealing rooms.
The two approachesthat have proved successful in
providing the requiredflexibility are to use special
system furniture with built-in facilities for cables
or to install floor sockets that can be easily moved.
With system furniture, there is a socket at every
possible desk location and these are decided when
the spine of the system is laid out. Figure 4 shows
an office layout based ona commercially available
furniture system.
Movable sockets are provided by floor traps
connected to underfloor access boxesby flexible
conduit. Alternatively, if the fire regulations per-
mit, cables may be run direct from the underfloor
boxes through holesin thefloorto the devices. (The
floor tiles with holes should be movable and the
holes should be closed up whentheyare notin use.)
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Wiring schemes based
on telephone
technology will cater
for most needs
Duringthe past three years, several major suppliers
have announced products designed to address the
wiring problems that many organisations have. The
most notable products are AT&T☂s Premises
Distribution System (PDS) and IBM☂s Cabling
System. These products are examplesofstructured
(or universal) wiring schemes. We recommendthat
a structured wiring scheme should be installed
wheneveran opportunity arises to prewire a new
building or to rewire an existing building.
Structured wiring schemes have two main advan-
tages compared with conventional (ad hoc) data
wiring. A widevariety of devices can be connected
to the wiring, and it can be used as the basis for
different types of local area network. Moreover,
 

Figure 4 Office layout using the Sunar Race
furniture system, showing the beamsthat
carry the cables   

Management Summary A

each outlet (socket) can easily be reconfigured
to provide a different type of communications
service.
Structured wiring schemesare based on the long-
established block wiring principle used for
telephonewiring. Each outletis individually wired
to a patch panel, where the wires are connected
(patched)to cablesinstalled in the risers. The patch
panels are usually installed on eachfloor, typically
serving between 100 and 200 outlets. Figure 5
showsthe patch panel used with AT&T☂s PDS.
Some structured wiring schemes, most notably
AT&T☂s PDS,use unshielded telephone-type cable.
However, the cables are manufactured to tight
specifications, and older-style telephone wire
installed in many buildingsis not alwayssuitable for
a universal wiring scheme. Other schemes,parti-
cularly the IBM Cabling System, use shielded
cables. In general, the IBM scheme is more
expensive to install than schemesbased ontele-
phone-type cable, but it provides advantages not
available with unshielded cable ♥ suchas reduced
electromagnetic radiation, decreasedsensitivity to
interference, highersignalling speeds, and greater
cable lengths. However, these features are not
particularly necessary in most office environments,
and in manysituationsit may therefore be difficult
to justify the additional cost of the IBM product.
In our view, the schemes based on unshielded
cables will be more than adequate for most office
requirements for the next 10 years. (The main
report contains a detailed comparison of propriet-
ary structured wiring schemes.)
 

Figure 5 AT&T☂s Premises Distribution System
patch panel

Rows otTerminals
   

 

 
    

| LTT Pan Corts

    

The aboveillustration is reproduced with AT&T's permission
and shows an AT&T type 110 cross connect.   
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Furthermore,the transmission rate available overunshieldedcablesis being increasedall the time ♥at present 10Mbit/sis possible, compared with 16Mbit/s soon to be available with the IBM CablingSystem.Bythe time there is a widespread need forlocal transmission rates in excess of 10M bit/s,optical fibres will be a better medium than thecoppercables used today.

Avoid integrated voice
and data wiring
For the time being, most organisations should notattempt to combine voice and data services in acommoncable network. Instead, they should installseparate wiring for data networks,for telephony,for security purposes, and for environmental-con-trol purposes. In most countries, an integratedwiring scheme wouldbe subject to PTT control. Themost immediate disadvantageofthis is that oftenonly PTT (or PTT-approved) tradesmencaninstallor modify the wiring. There is also a technicalreason (concerned with crosstalk) for physicallyseparating the analogue telephone signals anddigital signals used for data transmission. Experi-ence showsthat the signalling used for analoguetelephonycaninterfere with adjacentdigital datatransmission.
Separate wiring for security systemsis desirablebecauseit allows the security function to controlits own resourcesand preventsusers of other sys-tems from gaining access (accidentally or other-wise) to the security systems. In addition, thewiring for security systemsoften runsto places notincluded on the telephone and data networks ♥rooftops (for cameras), car parks, plant rooms, andso on.

Modernwiring requirestechnical expertise andclose supervision
Manyof today☂s wiring problems stem from theunsuitability of the buildings in which moderncomputer and communications systems areinstalled. Many organisations takeit for grantedthat building professionals ♥ architects, engineers,space planners, and so forth ♥ are competenttoprovide the building facilities needed for ITsystems. Although somecan, there are many wholack the necessary knowledge, foresight, andunderstanding.It is therefore necessary to ensurethat people with systems and communicationsskills

and experienceare involvedat the earliest possiblestage in planning a new building(or a majorrefur-bishmentof an existing building). Questions thatsystems and communications experts can provideanswersto include:
♥ Building design orselection: Will the buildinghave enough power, enough cooling, andenough space for cables?
♥ Spaceplanning: Will the building have spacefor wiringclosets, for departmental computerrooms, for central computer rooms, and fordesktop workstations?
♥ Furniture selection: Does the furniture havebuilt-in space for cables? Will they connectwith the cable trunking betweenthe desks andthe wiring closet?
♥ Cable routes: Theroutes used for cables, andthe method used to install them, largelydetermine the cost of installing a wiringscheme. Should cables be led under falsefloors, on trays in the ceiling voids, or in avariety of other ways?
The workcarried out by the wiring contractoralsoneeds to be supervised closely by people withappropriate technical expertise. Commissioning anordinary wiring contractor, whose main workconcernstheinstallation of powercables,to installa communications wiring scheme can be

a

recipe fordisaster. We have been amazed at the mistakesmadeduringtheinstallation of wiring schemes. Forexample:
♥ A floor trap that was too small to take therequired plug.
♥ Plastic conduit used instead of metal, andwhich therefore did not provide electricalshielding.
♥ Telephonewire that wasnot earthed accord-ing to the relevant national standard.
♥ Telephonewire in whichspare wires had beencut back so they could neverbe used.
Wiring contractors must therefore be chosencarefully, the work to be done must be specified inthe minutest detail, and the work must be closelysupervised and inspected.

Ultimately optical fibreswill be used for
building wiring
In time, the present debate about the technicalmerits of shielded and unshielded coppercables willbecomeirrelevant as optical fibres are used forbuilding wiring schemes. Opticalfibres have many
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Figure 6

Data rate

Over 20M bit/s

10M to 20M bit/s

1M to 10M bit/s

Below 1M bit/s

1986

Metal cables preferred
BB Optical fibres preferred 

Optical fibres will be the preferred technology for progressively lower transmission rates

 
 

advantages over copper cables: they providealmost unlimited communications capacity, highsecurity, immunity to electromagnetic interference,and they do not emit electromagnetic radiation.Fibre is already the preferred technology for thePTTs☂ own national networks andfor the inter-building and backbone elementsof on-site wiring.Webelieve that by the middle of the 1990s, opticalfibres will be the preferred cable medium for mostdigital business communications, with individualdesks being provided with direct connections tooptical-fibre wiring schemes.
Unfortunately, optical-fibre technology is not yetdevelopedsufficiently to allow it to be used econ-omically for prewiring buildings. The electronicsrequired to connect a fibre to a computer terminalare expensive, and specialist skills are requiredto splice and terminate fibres. Nevertheless, webelieve that fibre will become the preferred trans-mission medium at progressively lower transmissionrates (see Figure 6).
In preparation for optical fibres, for example,empty tubes could be installed when any wiring
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workis carried out today. Optical fibres can theneither be drawn throughthe tubesor, by using arecently developed technology, be blown throughthem.

Conclusion
During the next five years or less, mostFoundation memberswill install as many terminalsand workstations as they have inthelast 20 years.If systematic solutions to the resulting wiringproblemsare not found quickly, ad hocsolutionswill be usedinstead, leading to further problemsand making it even more difficult to adoptsystematic solutions later. Many of the problemscan be avoided by seizing the opportunity toprewire (or rewire) buildings wheneverit occurs.Otherscan be solved and avoidedonly by detailedtechnical management of wiring systems bypersonnel with systems and communicationsexpertise.
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Butler Cox is an independent management consultancy and research
organisation, specialising in the application of information technology
within commerce, government, and industry. The company offers a wide
range ofservices both to suppliers and users of this technology.
The Butler Cox Foundation is one of the services provided by Butler Cox.
It provides the executives responsible for information systems in large
organisations with a continuous analysis of major developments in the
technology and its application.
The Foundation publishes six Research Reports each year together with a
series of special Position Papers. The programmeofactivities includes a
wide range ofmeetings that provide Foundation members with a regular
opportunity to exchange experiences and views with their counterparts in
other large organisations.
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